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Abstract—The huge number of points scanned from pipeline plants make the plant reconstruction very difficult. Traditional cylinder
detection methods cannot be applied directly due to the high computational complexity. In this paper, we explore the structural
characteristics of point cloud in pipeline plants and define a structure feature. Based on the structure feature, we propose a hierarchical
structure detection and decomposition method that reduces the difficult pipeline-plant reconstruction problem in IR3 into a set of simple
circle detection problems in IR2 . Experiments with industrial applications are presented, which demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed structure detection method.
Index Terms—3D reconstruction, point cloud, structure analysis
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1

INTRODUCTION

V

3D scene reconstruction with the aid of laser
scanning has attracted considerable attention in computer vision and computer graphics. State-of-the-art applications have been exploited, such as building and city
modelings using large-scale point sets [16]. In our study, we
refer to large scale if the number of points reaches the
magnitude of 106 -109 . We present a structure detection
method in this paper for digital plant reconstruction from
large-scale point clouds. Below we first present the background and motivation of this research project.
Plants in petrochemical industry widely exist. Threedimensional digital plant models are important in training,
fire drill and disaster simulation using virtual reality
techniques. Although modern plants can be designed and
constructed directly using 3D modeling software such as
AutoCAD Plant 3D, many existed plants have to be
digitally reconstructed from physical environment. In a
joint project of Tsinghua University and Zhongke Fulong
Computer Technology Co., Ltd, we scan the plant using a
Trimble GX200 laser scanner (see Fig. 1). Since petrochemical plants usually consist of a large number of pipelines,
fast and accurate detection of these pipelines in large-scale
point cloud is the core of this project.
Pipelines are modeled by cylinders. Cylinder detection
in point cloud has been extensively studied; some representative works include [2], [4], [12], [13], [18], [20]. Broadly
these methods can be classified into three classes: 1) region
growing, 2) RANSAC, and 3) Hough transform. These
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methods cannot be directly applied in our application,
mainly due to two characteristics of pipeline plant scanning:
C1. There are hundreds of pipelines of different radii
and lengths that need to be detected in millions of
points.
. C2. The scanned points are not accurate and contain
noise.
The detailed explanation of these two characteristics and
why existing methods fail in this case is presented in the
next section.
In this work, we exploit the structural characteristics in
pipeline plant scanning and propose a structure detection
and decomposition method. The resulting decomposition
efficiently partitions the large-scale point cloud into small
subsets, each of which contains a few pipelines of the same
orientation. By projecting points in each subset to the plane
perpendicular to its related orientation, the difficult
problem of detecting a large number of pipelines in largescale point cloud is reduced to a set of easy subproblems,
each of which needs only detect circles in the projected
plane with a small subset of point data.
.

2

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND RELATED WORK

In the described project, we use Trimble GX200 to scan the
plant. As a typical example, we scanned a PTA plant in
SINOPEC Beijing Yanshan Company by manually partitioning the plant into five divisions with 257 sites. At each
site, a 360o  120o field of view was scanned. After
registering and merging all scanning data and cleaning up
using RealWork Survey software, we obtained totally
104,011,586 points, in which there were 1,100 pipelines.
Fig. 2 shows a subset of this data. This subset has 5,234,852
points, containing one air chimney, two oil tanks, 310 oil
pipelines of different sizes. We model all these primitives by
cylinders and Table 1 summarizes their statistic data.
Observed from Table 1, the pipelines have different
numbers of points ranged from 103 to 105 (characteristic C1).
The Trimble GX200 scanner has a high scanning accuracy
of tolerance 1.4 mm at 30 m. However, the pipelines are
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 2. A subset of scanned SINOPEC Beijing Yanshan PTA plant. Left:
point cloud of 5,234,852 points. Right: reconstructed model of
313 pipelines.

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional digital pipeline plant reconstruction.

seldom naked and usually wrapped up by electronic or
thermal insulating layers. Thus, the scanned data is not
accurate (characteristic C2). If we use neighborhood information to estimate point normal or high-order derivatives, these data also contain noise. Given the characteristics
C1 and C2, the traditional region growing methods (e.g., [13],
[20]) that start from some random seeds cannot be applied,
since the pipelines may be adjacent to each other very closely.
A widely accepted primitive (including cylinders)
detection method is the random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [2], [8]. Many RANSAC-based cylinder detection methods (e.g., [2], [4], [19]) directly use point normal
to determine cylinder parameters. Since point normal are
noised in our application, we cannot directly use point
normals to estimate the cylinder parameters. Unlike the
planar circles that can be uniquely determined by three
planar points in general positions, it is well known in
computational geometry that it is difficult to determine
how many points are sufficient to determine an arbitrary
cylinder in IR3 . It was proved in [7] that there are at most
six cylinders through five points in IR3 . If we arbitrary
select k ¼ 5 points from a given point set S to determine a
cylinder’s parameters and set the probability of finding a
correct cylinder larger than 90 percent, the number of
random selections for each cylinder in Fig. 2 is summarized in Table 1.
The huge number of times of random selections in
Table 1 demonstrate that RANSAC cannot be directly used
in our application due to the large-scale point set and the
large number of cylinder primitives of diverse sizes
(characteristic C1). Several fast versions of RANSAC
variants have been proposed recently. The Td;d test [14]
and the optimal randomized RANSAC [15] speed up the
hypothesis evaluation procedure by only using subsets of
the whole point set. The bail-out test [3] uses the
assumption that if the probability of “the currently
evaluated hypothesis contains as many inliers as the sofar-the-best hypothesis” is less than a predefined threshold,
the hypothesis can be discarded earlier before the whole set
is evaluated. All these methods are suitable for the scenario

that there is only one potential correct hypothesis contained
in a noised sample set, for example, there is only one correct
fundamental matrix in the narrow baseline stereo matching.
However, in our case there are different subsets corresponding to different cylinders and thus these fast
RANSAC methods cannot be used.
Another popular method for geometric primitive detection is the Hough transform [1], [18]. Given a parametric
representation of a geometric primitive, Hough transform
uses a duality principle in the parametric space. Recently
some improved Hough transforms have been proposed,
either better locating the local maxima in the parametric
space [6] or speeding up the procedure by splitting and
pruning the parametric space [17]. However, since a
cylinder has five parameters [20], given the large-scale
point set with a large number of pipeline primitives, search
in 5D parameter space may result in a prohibitively high
complexity for Hough transform methods.
As a short summary, the problem we solved in this
work is to automatically detect pipelines (straight cylinders) as many as possible in a large-scale noised point set.
Traditional methods such as region growing, RANSAC
and Hough transform cannot be directly used in our case,
due to the large numbers of noised scanned points (up to
106 -109 ) and pipelines (up to 102 ) of different sizes. We
propose a structure detection and decomposition method
that converts the problem of finding cylinders in IR3 into
an easy problem of finding circles in IR2 . After we find
pipelines in the scanned points (see Fig. 8 top and middle
rows), adjacent pipelines are detected and connected by
elbow pipes. Finally, the reconstructed plant model is
made up by manually assembling necessary accessories
(see Fig. 8 bottom row) such as valves, meters, caps of oil
TABLE 1
Data Summary of Pipelines in Fig. 2
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tanks, staircase, centrifuges, and so on. In the remainder of
this paper, we use terms of pipeline and cylinder
interchangeably.

3

STRUCTURE DETECTION IN PLANT DATA

We use the following structural information from pipeline
assembly in plant construction. The pipeline directions can
be classified into two types:
. T1. The pipelines are perpendicular to the ground.
. T2. The pipelines are parallel to the ground.
Accordingly, we proposed the structure detection algorithm for pipeline plant reconstruction as below.
In Algorithm 1 (Steps 5.1 and 8.3), we use a structure
feature in pipeline point cloud: if we project the points of
pipelines that have the same orientation n into the plane
n ðxÞ ¼ n  x þ d ¼ 0, d is an arbitrary constant, then finding
pipelines in IR3 reduces to finding circles in the plane n . Based
on this structure feature, we first detect the pipeline
direction of type T1, then detect pipeline directions of type
T2. The method we use to detect pipeline directions is based
on the Gauss map [9], which maps the normals of points in
S to the unit sphere SS2 . We propose a Gaussian spherical
histogram on SS2 in Section 4.3 for detecting pipeline
directions of type T2. Note that in our method, we do not
directly use point normal information to determine the
pipeline parameters; instead, we only use point normals of
high confidence to filter points for later projection. The
details are presented below.
Algorithm 1: Pipeline_Reconstruction.
Input. A large-scale point set S, thresholds 1 ; 2
Output. The parameters of detected pipelines
1. For each s 2 S, estimate the normal ns at s with a
confidence fðsÞ (Section 4.1)
2. Delete all points with fðsÞ < 1 from S
3. Detect the ground plane ðxÞ ¼ n  x þ d ¼ 0
(Section 4.2)
4. From S collect all points with jns  n j < 2 in S
5. Project points in S into plane 
5.1.
Detect circles in plane 
6. S ¼ S n S
7. Find pipeline directions (of type T2) in S using
Gaussian spherical histogram (Section 4.3)
8. For each found pipeline direction ni
8.1.
Collect all points with jns  ni j < 2 in Si
8.2.
Project points in Si into the plane i perpendicular
to ni
8.3.
Detect circles in plane i
8.4.
S ¼ S n Si

4

ALGORITHMIC DETAILS

4.1 Preprocess
For each point s in point set S, we collect k nearest
neighbors1 in S, denoted by NbrðsÞ, using a variant of
octree-based external memory structure [5]. The normal ns
1. In our experiment, k ¼ 8-12 works well.
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of s is estimated by fitting a tangent plane with NbrðsÞ,
P
using the covariance matrix C ¼ v2NbrðsÞ ðv  EðvÞÞðv 
P
EðvÞÞT , where EðvÞ ¼ 1k v2NbrðsÞ v and v is column vector.
Let 1  2  3  0 be three eigenvalues of C. We choose
the eigenvector corresponding to 3 as ns . The estimated
normal ns is still subject to a  sign for a consistent
orientation. However, our method for pipeline direction
detection and plane projection does not need such as a
global information.
1
, where " ¼
We define a confidence level as fðsÞ ¼ 3þ"
0:05 is a small constant that prevents denominator is close
to zero. The larger fðsÞ is, the higher confidence of ns being
the true normal. We use fðsÞ to filter out unreliable normals
by setting a threshold 1 . We set 1 in Algorithm 1 as a user
input parameter. 1 can also be determined automatically.
In our practice, setting 1 empirically as the median of all
fðsÞ in S achieves a good performance.
Connectivity in subsets of S. We record NbrðsÞ for each
s 2 S in the external memory. Given any subset S 0 of the
original set S, we connect points in S 0 into a graph GðS 0 Þ
based on the Nbr information. The connected components
of GðS 0 Þ can be determined in linear time (with respect to
the number of points in S 0 ), using the graph scan method.

4.2 Ground Plane Detection
Applying the principal component analysis method to
whole plant data globally cannot reliably detect the ground
plane. In our method, we use the Gauss map (which maps
each s 2 S to a point in unit sphere ns 2 SS2 ) and the
following properties:
The normals of points in a cylinder are mapped to a
great circle in SS2 .
. The ground is one of the largest plane in the scene
(there may be some other planes such as walls in
the plant).
. For the pipelines of type T1, their point normals are
mapped into the great circle in SS2 that is perpendicular to the ground normal.
We partition SS2 into m equal-area cells2 using the EQ
algorithm [10]. Only a hemisphere IH2 is used, since our
estimated normals are subject to a  sign. Then either ns or
ns hit a cell in IH2 . For each cell ci in IH2 , we define a
measure as
.

V ðci Þ ¼ ð1  Þ

MCðci Þ
GCircleðci Þ
þ
;
maxj fMCðcj Þg
maxk fGCircleðck Þg

where  is a weight, MCðci Þ is the number of the maximal
connected component (MCC) of points whose normals fall
into ci , and GCircleðci Þ is the number of points whose
normals are closely perpendicular to the representative
normal nðci Þ in ci by satisfying3 jns  nðci Þj < 2 . We leastsquares fit a plane to the points in the MCC of ci and nðci Þ is
set to be the normal of that plane.
The value of measure V ðci Þ is balanced by two factors.
The first is the normalized number of MCC in ci , whose
2. In our experiment, m ¼ 28 works well.
3. 2 is a user-input parameter in Algorithm 1. In our experiment 2 ¼ 0:1
works well.
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Fig. 4. Mapping of S into IH2 for the model in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Projection of points satisfying jns  n j < 2 for the point model in
Fig. 2 to the ground plane .

value ranges in ½0; 1: the larger of this normalized
number, the higher confidence nðci Þ is the ground normal.
However, the normalized number of MCC cannot determine the ground normal solely: there may exist large
walls in the plant which may occasionally have larger
normalized number of MCC. So we balance it using the
second factor, which is the normalized number in ½0; 1 of
points lying in pipelines whose orientations coincide4 with
nðci Þ, i.e., distributed in a great circle in IH2 . Only the cell
containing the ground normal can have both large
normalized MCðci Þ and large normalized GCircleðci Þ.
We use  ¼ 0:5 and set the ground normal n as nðcj Þ,
where V ðcj Þ ¼ maxi fV ðci Þg.

To detect pipelines of type T2, we remove from S all
points satisfying jns  n j < 2 (related to type T1 pipelines)
or jns  n j > 1  2 (related to the ground). We then map S
into IH2 (see Fig. 4) and define a Gaussian spherical
histogram GSHðIH2 Þ as follows: Refer to Fig. 5. We orient
IH2 in such a way that the only complete great circle in IH2
is perpendicular to the normal n of detected ground
plane. On the complete great circle, we choose an arbitrary
point as the zero longitude. GSHðIH2 Þ is defined with the
abscissa being longitude ranged in ½0; Þ. For any
L 2 ½0; Þ, we use the number of points on IH2 lying in
the same absolute longitude L (i.e., L or L) to define the
ordinate of GSHðIH2 Þ. Note that GSHðIH2 Þ is -periodic,
i.e., GSHðIH2 ÞðL þ Þ ¼ GSHðIH2 ÞðLÞ. GSHðIH2 Þ is designed to take the characteristic that any pipeline parallel
to the ground will have its all points lying in the same
absolute longitude L.
In addition to pipeline points, there are also noise points
in S and so is IH2 (see Fig. 4 for an example). We design the
following score function and use it as the ordinate of
GSHðIH2 Þ. For each absolute longitude L 2 ½0; Þ, let P ðLÞ
be the set of all points in IH2 that have the absolute
longitudes in ðL  L; L þ LÞ. We partition P ðLÞ into
connected components using the connectivity defined in
Section 4.1. We first remove from P ðLÞ those components of
which the point number is smaller than a predefined
threshold h . For the remaining components P 0 ðLÞ ¼
fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cm g, we project them into the plane parallel to
the great circle indicated by the longitude L and leastsquares fit a circle of radius ri for each component ci .
Ideally, for a pipeline of a large radius, there should be a
large number of points on it. Meanwhile, the larger the
number m of components in P 0 ðLÞ is, the more significant
P 0 ðLÞ is. Thus we define the following score function for the
absolute longitude L in GSHðIH2 Þ:

4.3 Decomposition and Detection of Pipelines
After detection of ground normal n , we project all points
whose normals satisfy jns  n j < 2 into the ground plane
ðxÞ ¼ n x þ d ¼ 0, where d does not affect projection and
we use d ¼ 0. One projection result is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Based on this 2D projection, detection of pipelines perpendicular to the ground in IR3 (type T1) is reduced to detection
of circles in the projection plane . The details are presented
in Section 4.4.
4. Due to noises and floating-point computation, we use a tolerance 2 as
in footnote 3.

Fig. 5. Gaussian spherical histogram. Left: IH2 is oriented such that the
only complete great circle in IH2 is perpendicular to the normal n . Right:
The corresponding Gaussian spherical histogram GSHðIH2 Þ.
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Fig. 6. The Gaussian spherical histogram for the model shown in Figs. 2
and 4.

!
m
 X
nðci Þ
;
ScoreðLÞ ¼ m þ
m i¼1 ri
where nðci Þ is the number of points in the component ci , m is
the number of components in P 0 ðLÞ,  and  are the
constants of weight and exponential. There are several
parameters in this structure detection method that should be
determined by the characteristics of scanners and scanned
pipeline plants. In the example shown in Figs. 2 and 4, L ¼
0:087 (5 degree), h ¼ 200,  ¼ 103 , and  ¼ 1:5. To
quantize GSHðIH2 Þ, we use a bin number 20 in our
experiments. We assume that noises are randomly distributed and an average of scores gives a good indication above
which a local extremum identifies a pipeline direction. In
the example shown in Fig. 6, there are three directions
detected, for example, at longitudes 0, =2 and 3=4.
Both the method [4] and ours decompose the points into
subsets, each of which has the same cylinder orientation.
The key difference is that for each cylinder orientation, a
great circle is fitted in [4] on Gaussian image; while we
simultaneously estimate all cylinder orientations parallel to
the ground using GSHðIH2 Þ which takes the pipeline
structure into account and results in a faster and more
robust computation.

4.4 Circle Detection in Projected Plane
Our structure detection method partitions a large-scale
plant point data S into subsets, corresponding to T1 or T2
types of pipelines. We project each subset into a plane
whose normal is indicated by either n or Li 2 ðL1 ; L2 ; . . .Þ
detected by GSHðIH2 Þ. To simultaneously detect the multiple circles in the projected plane, we adapt the lazy
evaluation scheme in [19] to develop the following
RANSAC algorithm.
Algorithm 2: RANSACðP ðdÞÞ.
1. 
; //Initialize the set of extracted circles
2. C
; //Initialize the set of candidate circles
3. Do
3.1. nc ¼ NewCandidatesðÞ //Randomly select three points
and generate a candidate circle
nðncÞ
3.2. CostðncÞ ¼ rðncÞ
 //Evaluate the cost of nc using the
radius rðncÞ of nc and the number nðncÞ of points which
fall into nc within a given tolerance
3.3. C
C [ nc

Fig. 7. Circle (shown in red) detection in four projected planes (ground
and three indicated by 0, =2 and 3=4 of GSH in Fig. 6) for the model
shown in Fig. 2.

3.4. bc
bestCandidateðCÞ//Assign the best candidate
(i.e., of the highest cost) in C to bc
3.5. If ðP ðnðbcÞ; nðCÞÞ > 90%Þ //If the possibility of bc
being correct is higher than 90 percent
3.5.1. P ðdÞ
P ðdÞ n P ðbcÞ //Remove all points devoted to
the cost of bc from P ðdÞ
3.5.2. 
 [ bc
3.5.3. C
C n C0 , C 0 ¼ fc 2 C; c \ bc 6¼ ;g //Remove the
candidate circles which intersect bc from C
4. While ðP ð; nðCÞÞ > 90%Þ // ¼ 200 is a predefined
minimal number of points for determining a pipeline
In above algorithm, nðAÞ is the cardinality of set A,
P ðm; sÞ ¼ 1  ð1  P ðmÞÞs , P ðmÞ ¼ ðnðPmðdÞÞÞ3 . The main difference between Algorithm 2 and the algorithm in [19] lies
in Step 3.5.3: since dozens of candidate circles may very
close to each other, our algorithm removes all of them if one
of them is detected and later reboot the detection of nearby
circles, while the algorithm in [19] only removes the
detected one from C and then may lead to false detection
of nearby circles.
For the point model shown in Fig. 2, there are four
projected planes (one for ground plane and three from
GSHðIH2 Þ). Circle detections on these four projected planes
using Algorithm 2 are shown in Fig. 7 in which the detailed
statistic data including three performance measures are
summarized in the next section. Note that in the projection
P ðGSHð3
4 ÞÞ, there is only one detected circle m ¼ 1 with a
strong intensity measured by nðcÞ=r . Since the detected
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Fig. 8. More experiments on pipeline plant reconstruction from large-scale point clouds. Top row: point cloud. Middle row: detected pipelines by the
proposed method. Bottom row: reconstructed pipeline plants.

TABLE 2
The Statistical Data of Reconstructing Pipelines from Large-Scale Point Cloud Models Shown in Figs. 2 and 8

NT the number of total true pipelines in the scene, rR is the recall ratio, rE is the error ratio, rP is the precision ratio.

normals of projected planes have a tolerance 2 , based on all
detected points around a separated pipeline within a given
tolerance, the parameter of the pipeline is finally reestimated in IR3 [13] using the point positions only.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In addition to the scanned PTA plant in SINOPEC Beijing
Yanshan Company (see Fig. 2), we also scan two large-scale
pipeline plants in China: one is the alkene plant in SINOPEC
Yangzi Petrochemical Company and the other is Chibi
power plant in China Resources Enterprise. Five scanned
large-scale point data and reconstructed pipeline plants are
illustrated in Fig. 8. The statistical data of these point models
are summarized in Table 2.
Let NT be the number of total true pipelines in the plant,
Nrec the number of true pipelines recognized by the
algorithm, and Nerror the number of false pipelines that

output from the algorithm. To compare the algorithmic
performance, we define the following three measures:
Recall ratio rR ¼ Nrec =NT . An algorithm that has a
good capacity of recognizing more true pipelines
should have a higher value of recall ratio.
. Error ratio rE ¼ Nerror =NT . An algorithm may output
a huge number of pipelines that include all true
ones. However, a good algorithm should have a low
error ratio at the same time.
. Precision ratio rP ¼ Nrec =ðNrec þ Nerror Þ. Nrec þ
Nerror is the number of pipelines that are detected
R
and a good
by the algorithm. Since rP ¼ rRrþr
E
algorithm should have a high rR and a low rE at
the same time, we use rP as an auxiliary measure to
evaluate the algorithmic performance.
We compare our method with two state-of-the-art
algorithms [11], [19], using the running time and the three
measures defined above. All comparisons are performed on
.
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a desktop PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) I7 CPU, running at
2.80 GHz with 8-GB RAM.
The arterial snake [11] is a novel optimization algorithm
that can simultaneous captures the topology and geometry
of arbitrary curved pipelines from point data. After
initialization using snakelets, the arterial snake algorithm
alters between topology and geometry optimization. To
recover a general curved network of arterial snakes, in
addition to the point data S, the algorithm in [11] stores
intermediate information including a skeletal curve for each
snake as a polyline of n nodes, a cross section for each node
in skeletal curves as a polyline of m nodes, a tensor at each
point in S, and an affine matrix at each vertex in the skin
mesh. Furthermore a globally coupled optimization is used
in [11] and thus the arterial snake algorithm cannot handle
large-scale point data. In our application, for the model
shown in Fig. 2, the arterial snake algorithm can only
handle points up to 7:3  104 and its total running time is
1:91  106 seconds by outputting the measures rR ¼ 0:128
and rE ¼ 0:296. As a comparison, our method takes pipeline
structure in plant into account and is faster and more
accurate (see Table 2).
Since the arterial snake cannot handle large point data,
below we only compare our method with the method in
[19]. As demonstrated by the data summarized in Table 2,
the method [19] generally recognizes comparable true
pipelines with our methods; however, the method [19] at
the same time generates a large number of false pipelines
that did not exist in the point data and thus has a high error
ratio rE . As a comparison, our method improves the recall
ratio rR on average by 32 percent, reduces the error ratio rE
on average by 60 percent, and accordingly improves the
precision ratio rP on average by 153 percent.
Both the method [19] and our method use a similar
RANSAC scheme.5 To check the empirical time complexity
of the algorithm in terms of point number, we define a
complexity constant Ccplx ¼ 105  T ime=P oint No. The data
Ccplx summarized in Table 2 show that if the point density
is close to each other in all data, both the method [19] and
our method have an empirically linear time complexity
with respect to the point number. Recall that the probability
of one random selection of k points in RANSAC that
m k
obtains a correct solution is ðN
Þ [8], where m and N are the
number of points in the detected primitive and in the whole
point set. Benefitting from the structure detection and
decomposition, our method detects circles in IR2 (with k ¼ 3
and a small N), while the method [19] directly works in IR3
(with6 k ¼ 5 and a large N). On average our method
reduces 33 percent running time when compared to the
method [19].
The limitation of our method is its only support to detect
pipelines either perpendicular or parallel to the ground.
Although sufficient for pipeline plant reconstruction, it is
interesting to extend our method for including those
cylinders of arbitrary orientations. After detection of
pipelines perpendicular or parallel to the ground, our
method can be extended to detect arbitrary cylinder
orientation in the following way. Any two points in IH2
5. This RANSAC scheme is linear in the form of OðnðPÞ  nðCÞ  CostðcÞÞ,
where nðPÞ, nðCÞ are the numbers of detected primitives and drawn
candidate primitives, CostðcÞ is the evaluating cost.
6. We do not use the noised normal information and k ¼ 5 points
determine a cylinder in IR3 [7].
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Fig. 9. Extension of our method for detecting arbitrary cylinder
orientation. Neighboring cylinders are connected with elbow pipes.

uniquely determine a plane through the spherical center. We
find such planes of highest costs one by one using the
RANSAC algorithm that evaluates planes using the number
of points in IH2 that fall into the plane within given tolerance.
After projecting related points in S into the detected plane,
our method can also be extended easily to detect general
ellipses using RANSAC in the plane. Two examples on
general human point data are illustrated in Fig. 9, in which
the detection of elliptical cylinders of arbitrary orientations
can serve as a preprocess step for pose and motion detection.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a structure detection method,
which can efficiently process the large-scale point data of
pipeline plants with the following merits: 1) based on the
structural information inherent in the data, the original
large-scale point data is decomposed using a Gaussian
spherical histogram into small subsets that are further
processed separately, and 2) different from previous work
that detect pipelines in IR3 , for each subset the 3D pipeline
detection problem is reduced to a much simpler 2D circle
detection problem.
The proposed structure detection method is simple and
its time complexity is linear with respect to the point
number. Experimental results demonstrate that when
comparing to two state-of-the-art algorithms [11], [19],
our method for pipeline plant reconstruction is faster and
more accurate by taking structural information in plant
into account.
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